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Problems in type theory
Henk Barendregt
 
To Lidia on her birthday
February  
Abstract
In this paper the reader will be introduced to type theories predicative
and impredicative with and without inductive types by a short section
giving theoretical background and by another section with exercises about
the calculus of constructions and its ne structure the lambda cube
  Background
Mathematics consists of dening reasoning and computing Type systems are
designed to represent mathematics in such a way that it can be veried auto
matically whether the denitions are wellformed the derivations are correct
and the computations are performed by a simple underlying reduction sys
tem This verication method is expected to be useful for the development of
mathematics and the teaching of it Also for the verication of hardware and
software systems See Barendregt 	
 and 
 for a discussion and more
information
Type systems as presented are based on work of Russell and Whitehead

 Church 
 de Bruijn 
 Scott 
 Girard 
 Martin
Lof 
 Coquand and Huet 
 and Barendregt 
 The use of type
theory for proofchecking has been initiated by NG de Bruijn 
 see also
Nederpelt et al 

Pure Type Systems
A Type Systems TS consist of a Pure Type System PTS together with
Inductive Types IT A PTS is completely determined by its specication and
the allowed notion of reduction R Usually R    Here   is the wellknown
notion of  reduction
xAba 
 
bx  a

 
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reduction is unfolding dened notions so if square is dened as xNatx
 

then
square 

xNatx
 

Inductive types come together with axiomatically given terms R for both induc
tion and primitive recursion over that type Induction will be given by the type
of R and primitive recursion by the notion of reduction  for terms containing
R A term P is in R normal form Rnf i for no term Q one has P  
R
Q
If P  
R
Q and Q is in Rnf then we say that P has Q as Rnf Here  
R
is
the transitive reexive closure of  
R

PTSs are denoted by 
R
A where A is the specication and R is the under
lying notion of reduction Usually R is   in which case we write simply A
for the system TSs are denoted by 
Ind
R
A where usually R is   In this case
we write simply 
Ind
A for the system
Example of a specication of a PTS
P
Sorts  
Axioms    
Rules      
or in a more compact way
P
S  
A    
R    
The way this determines a formal system will be explained now Pseudoterms
for PTSs are determined by the following abstract grammar
T  var j const j T T j varT T j var T T
Some of the constants are called sorts and are declared in the specication as
the set S An axiom is of the form c  s with c a constant and sS The set of
axioms is denoted by A A rule is of the form s

 s
 
 s

 with s
i
S the set of
rules is denoted by R
The rules of PTSs consist of general rules valid for all systems and specic
ones depending on the choice of specication and notion of reduction A typing
statement is of the form A  B with ABT A declaration is a typing statement
x  B with x a variable A context is a list of declarations A statement of a
PTS is of the form
  A  B
with  a context This is pronounced as  yields A in B If  is empty then
this is written as  A  B
Now we present the axiom and rules of a PTS specied by A  SAR

Axiom  c  s c  sA
Start
  A  s
 xA  x  A
sS x fresh
Weakening
  A  s   B  C
 xA  B  C
sS x fresh
Application
  F  xAB   a  A
  Fa  Bx  a

Product
  A  s

 xA  B  s
 
  xAB  s

s

 s
 
 s

R
Abstraction
 xA  B  C   xAC  s
  xAB  xAC
sS
Conversion
  A  B   B

 s
  A  B

B 
R
B

 sS
Axiom and rules for 
R
A with A  SAR
Some PTSs are having as sorts S  f g as axiom set A  f   g and rules
determined by the following table Here a rule s

 s
 
 stands for s

 s
 
 s
 

System Rules
   
     
     
        
P    
P       
P       
P  C          
These systems form in a natural way the socalled cube see gure  This
cube is a nestructure of its strongest system C a version of the calculus of
constructions see Barendregt 
 for more information
 Example The system  is specied as follows

S  
A    
R     
 Definition In any of the systems of the cube we dene the following
Let  be a context and AT 


 
P
 













 
P
 

 
P












 
 
P
Figure  The cube
i A is a type i   A  
ii A is a term i   A  B for some BT
iii A is a element i   A  B for some type B
iv We say that A is provable notation   A i   B  A for some
BT 
Notation Write in a system of the cube   A i   p  A for some pT 
 Definition A functionspace is dened by
A B  xAB
with x fresh ie not occurring in B
Notation We write
A

 A
 
     A
n
 A
n
 A

 A
 
     A
n
 A
n

 Exercise Show that the following rules about function spaces are deriv
able from the axioms and rules of a PTS

  F  A B   a  A
  Fa  B

 xA  b  B j   A B  s
  xAb  A B

Inductive Types
Inductive types are introduced by a typical but simple example There are
more involved inductive types that will not be treated here
 Example Nat
I
is the inductive type
Nat
I
 Ind Xzero  X jsuc  X X
This means that there are constructors zero  Nat
I
and suc  Nat
I
 Nat
I
 In
intuitive terms Nat
I
is freely generated as follows
Nat
I
 zero j suc Nat
I
Write   zero and n   suc n so
 n  Nat
I
for n  IN This inductive type comes axiomatically with an inhabitant for
induction R  R
Nat
I
satisfying
R  P Nat
I
  P zero xNat
I
Px P suc x xNat
I
Px

and the reduction rules
RPab zero  

a
RPab suc x  

bxRPabx
The type of R actually exists only in the systems including product rules
     therefore in 
I
  the recursion operator for inductive types have
to be interpreted as  parametric! For R  RP x
 one has
R  P zero
 xNat
I
P x
 P suc x
 xNat
I
P x

for parametric P x
 with
x  Nat
I
 P x
  
Here P x
 denotes a term in which x may occur
Without proof we state the following
	 Proposition Let A be one of the systems of the cube with or without
inductive types Then the following holds
i  
A
P  A  P and A have a  nf
ii  
A
P  A " P  
 
Q    Q  A

Application of TSs
Type systems are being applied because they can represent mathematics deni
tions reasoning and computations all can be captured by them in an integrated
way If in informal mathematics one proves a statement A in a situation  then
this can be translated into 
  p  A
 in the appropriate TS Here p is to be
regarded as the proof of A
 In fact it is a precise expression isomorphic to a
natural deduction style proof
Typing statements in a TS can be veried by a simple program Indeed
  A  B  type

A 
R
B
Here type

is a simple function so the main expense is in determining the
convertibility type

A 
R
B
 Exercises on Type systems
The various systems of the cube correspond to various logics    and 
correspond to the intuitionistic rst second and higherorder propositional
logics The system  is an auxiliary system that is natural from the program
ming point of view as it allows constructors building complex types as rst
class citizens For example F     Actually only the f g fragment
of these logics can be captured in the type system   Using inductive types
also the other connectives can be dealt with Another possibility is to use the
secondorder denition of other connectives in the systems  
The systems P P and C correspond to rst second and higherorder
predicate logic P again being an auxiliary system The correspondence
between ordinary logic and provability in these type systems is not exact more
statements are valid in the TSs By dening slightly more complicated TSs
the systems of the socalled logic cube or Lcube the correspondence becomes
exact We only give one example
Pred
S 
p
 
s
 
f
 
p
 
s
A 
p
  
p
 
s
  
s
R 
p
 
p
 
s
 
p
 
s
 
p


s
 
s
 
f
 
s
 
f
 
f
  
p
 
p

This system corresponds exactly to second order logic see Barendregt 

and Fujita and Tonino 
 and Geuvers 
 for a correction
Remember that all systems A have to be read as 
 
A and all systems

Ind
A as 
Ind
 
A
 
 Exercise Find inhabitants
   #   
     #     
	
    	  #     	     	
     #        
 Exercise Show that for no context  and types # and ## one has the
following
  x#xx  ##
 Exercise For  dene 	    	 for some fresh 	 Show the
following
    	     	    	 
  	 exfalso  	   		 		  
 Exercise Let for    the type Nat

     be dened Note
that for c

n
 f  xf
n
x the wellknown Church numeral one has
  c

n
 Nat


Construct a term F such that     F  Nat

 Nat

and
Fc

n
 
 
c

n
 
n



Hint First construct terms Plus and Times representing addition and multi
plication


Ind
 
 Exercise Show that using R  R
Nat
I
one can dene for every type 

an R

such that
R

 
 Nat
I
 
 
 Nat
I
 

satisfying the reduction properties
R

ab zero  
 
a
R

ab suc x  
 
bxR

abx
	 Exercise Let f be the modied Ackermann function that is not primi
tive recursive dened by
f n  n 
fm    fm 
fm  n   fm fm  n
Find a term F such that  F  Nat
I
 Nat
I
 Nat
I
and
F n m 
 
fnm
Explain why this seems paradoxical but is not really so

 Exercise Dene
Bool
I
 IndXtrue
I
 X jfalse
I
 X
Construct using R  R
Bool
I
terms representing "
  
 Exercise Dene

I
 Ind X
Prove that
    
I
 

We use the notation A to denote   A
 Exercise Prove  
 
  Here 
 
 
 Exercise Dene A  A 
I
 Show that the following types are in
habited
i  
ii  
iii  

 Exercise Prove the following
     "   
       
  
Here
"   	   	 	
 
    	 	   	 	
These are dierent from the operators with the same names in 
 Exercise Find a term P such that
    P     " 
Write x y
  Pxy Hence
x y   x y
  " 
 Exercise Find the right expressions for #
    x  x#x      
    x  x #      
 Exercise Dene c
n
   c

n
 where c

n
is dened in exercise 

 Construct a type Nat
 
such that for all nIN one has  c
n
 Nat
 

 Construct a recursor R such that
R   Nat
 
   Nat
 
 
satisfying the reduction properties
Rabc

 
 
a
Rabc
n
 
 
bc
n
Rabc
n

 Construct a term F such that  F  Nat
 
 Nat
 
and
F c
n
 
 
c
n



Here 

   and n 

  n

Ind

 Exercise Construct FG with  F  Nat
I
 Nat
 
and  G  Nat
 
 Nat
I
such that for all nIN one has
Fn 
 
c
n

Gc
n

 
n
	 Exercise Dene
Bool
 
   
The two canonical elements of this type are
true
 
   x yx
false
 
   x yy
Find FG such that  F  Bool
I
 Bool
 
and  G  Bool
 
 Bool
I
preserving
the truth values
P
We use the notation xAB to denote just xAB
 Exercise Prove A P A   xAPx Px
 Exercise Prove that every antisymmetric binary relation is irreexive
A RA A  antisymx yARxy Ryx  xARxx

 Exercise Dene 
abgroup
 G


 


 where


 eq  G G 
refl  xGeqxx
sym  x yGeqx y eq y x
trans  x y zGeqx y eq y z eqx z

 
 plus  G G G
  G
  G G
comm  x yGeq plusx yplus y x
assoc  x y zGeq plus plusx y zplusx plus y z
inv  xGeq plusxx
neutral  xGeq plusx  x


 congr  x x

Geq x x

 yGeq plusx yplusx

y
Show

abgroup
 xGeq xx

 Exercise Dene C
n
 f     x  f
n
x Construct a term F with
 F  Nat
 
 Nat
 
where Nat
 
     such that
FC
n
 
 
C
n
 
n



 Exercise Is there a term P such that one of the following hold# Hint
Use proposition 	 and a case analysis

i  f     ax

f  ax

 f  P   ff
ii  f     ax

f  ax

 f  P  ff 

 Exercise Is there a term P such that
 f     axf   P  ff #
 Exercise GianniniRonchi Dene
I    xx
K    x yx
$

    	 in context 	  
%  	       $


&  	     $

%	
  	     z%	z%	z
M  x&x  I  x   K

Here       
 is dened in exercise  Find the type of M
M  #

Ind

 Exercise Construct F with  F  Nat
I
 Nat
 
 such that for all nIN
one has
Fn 
 
C
n

Here C
n
is dened as in exercise  Assume for this exercise that there is a
recursor R
 
 R
k
 
such that for  k    one has
 R
 
 k Nat k k Nat k
R
 
ab 

a
R
 
absuc x 

bxR
 
abx

P
 Exercise Dene in context A x yA
eq
L
xy  P A  Px  Py
This is Leibniz!s equality on type A Usually we will write x 
L
y for eq
L
xy
Show that 
L
is an equivalence relation
	 Exercise  Express in a group ie in context 
abgroup
 see exercise
 the property to have torsion
Tx  n  INnx  
Hint One can express a property Q
x
y with intended meaning y belongs
to the smallest set containing x and closed under addition Then Tx 
Q
x


 Suppose that T with 
abgroup
 T  G  expresses that an element has
torsion Prove

abgroup
 xGplus x x 
L
  Tx
Here 
L
is Leibniz!s equality on G

Ind
P
 Exercise Dene in context   
    Ind Xpair     X
 Dene terms fst snd such that fst      snd       and
fstpair x y  x sndpair x y  y
 Prove     z z 
L
pairfst zsnd z

Ind
C
 Exercise  Dene by primitive recursion on Nat
I
 A  Nat
I
  by
A   
A x   A x 
 f  Nat
I
 Nat
I
such that fn  n 
 B  Nat
I
  by B  xNat
I
A f x
The same recursor R
k
 
needs to be assumed as in exercise 

 Prove   xNat
I
B x
 Exercise Give an example of terms A P f with  A  
 P  A  and  f    such that
 xAfPx
 fxAPx
where we use the denition of  as in  Hint Take A  Bool
I
and
P  xABool
I

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